INSTRUCTION GUIDE

Look for more STIX designs! - SOLD SEPARATELY - SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

**REFILL STIX TREATS**
- Item No. 33100(33101)

**REFILL STIX ANIMALS**
- Item No. 33100(33102)

**REFILL STIX EMOJIS**
- Item No. 33100(33103)

For more Cut & Create Tips, visit www.cutiestix.com

**WARNING** This product contains functional sharp edges in the cutting unit and coring unit. Do not insert anything into them other than those recommended by the included instructions. Never disassemble it and in case of damage discard it. Adult supervision is recommended.

**Item:** Cutie Stix Cut and Create Station
**Item Number:** 33139
**Age Groups:** 5 years plus

READ ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OPENING OR USING THIS PRODUCT.
© 2017 Maya Toys, "CUTIE STIX" is a trademark of Maya Toys. All rights reserved. Adhesive dots are non-toxic. Do not insert Cutie Stix into nose or ears. If a substantial number of Cutie Stix are swallowed, or any Cutie Stix are inserted into nose or ears, seek immediate medical attention. Bring the instruction guide and some Cutie Stix with you.

Toys contain inaccessible sharp edge. Never attempt to insert finger into the Coring Unit. Never disassembled the Cutting Unit and Coring Unit. Never open the safety door of Coring unit during coring process. Do not attempt or rebuild the machine if any functional issue found. Adult supervision is recommended.

MADE IN CHINA.

**WARNING** Risk of entanglement/entrapment due to long cords. Keep away from head and neck.

Manufactured by Maya Toys, 10741 Walker Street, Cypress, CA 90630
www.cutiestix.com
Customer Service:
1-800-843-6292 or 424-201-2225
Additional items sold separately.
GET READY

1
Separate the sheet of ADHESIVE DOTS into 8 strips.

2
Place Threaded Spools on Threader Unit.

3
Distribute STIX onto STORAGE STATION. Place ADHESIVE DOTS, JEWELRY CLASPS and CONNECTORS into drawer.

STIX

TEENY STIX
Use for FINGERNAIL ART.

CUTIE STIX

MIGHTY STIX
Use for BRACELETS, NECKLACES and FIGURES.

TIPS: CLEAR THE CUTTING UNIT

1
BLUE COLLAR
Rotate the BLUE COLLAR 90° counterclockwise and pull the BLUE COLLAR out.

2
TILT CUTTING UNIT to clear chamber.

3
Push the BLUE COLLAR in and rotate the BLUE COLLAR 90° clockwise.
CREATE FINGERNAIL ART USING THE TEENY STIX

1. TEENY STIX POSITION
   Rotate CUTTER KNOB on CUTTING UNIT to the TEENY STIX position.

2. CAUTION: NEVER insert finger into the CUTTING UNIT. Toy contains an inaccessible sharp edge.
   Insert TEENY STIX CUTTING FRAME into CUTTING UNIT.

3. Insert a TEENY STIX into the CUTTING FRAME.

4. STIX WAND
   Press the CUTTING PLUNGER down to cut. The cut TEENY STIX drops out of CUTTING CHUTE. Repeat steps 4 and 5, if desired.

5. ATTENTION: Use the STIX WAND to push TEENY STIX into the CUTTING UNIT until it STOPS.

6. When finished cutting, tilt CUTTING UNIT to remove any uncut STIX.

7. NOTE: ADHESIVE DOTS are non-toxic. Do not apply the ADHESIVE DOTS around eyes and on lip.
   Caution: Do not apply to damaged, sun burnt, inflamed or sensitive skin.

8. ADHESIVE DOT
   Remove protective cover from the ADHESIVE DOT.
   Flip ADHESIVE STRIP over and press ADHESIVE DOT onto fingernail.

9. Select a cut TEENY and press onto ADHESIVE DOT firmly.
   Repeat process for each fingernail.
CUTTING CUTIE STIX FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

1. Rotate CUTTER KNOB on CUTTING UNIT to the Cutie / Mighty Stix position.

2. Insert CUTIE STIX CUTTING FRAME into CUTTING UNIT.

CAUTION: NEVER insert finger into the CUTTING UNIT. Toy contains an inaccessible sharp edge.

3. Insert a CUTIE-STIX into the CUTTING FRAME.

4. ATTENTION: Use the STIX WAND to push CUTIE STIX into the CUTTING UNIT until it STOPS.

5. Press the CUTTING PLUNGER down to cut. The cut CUTIE STIX drops out of CUTTING CHUTE.

Repeat steps 4 and 5, if desired.

TIP: Tilt CUTTING UNIT forward to remove any CUTS left in the CHUTE. If the cut piece doesn’t drop out, see “Clearing the Cutting Unit” on page 2.

6. When finished cutting, tilt CUTTING UNIT to remove any uncut STIX. Proceed to CORING, Page 6.
CUTTING MIGHTY STIX FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

1. Rotate CUTTER KNOB on CUTTING UNIT to the Cutie/Mighty Stix position.

2. Remove CUTTING FRAME, if necessary. No CUTTING FRAME will be used for the MIGHTY STIX.

3. CAUTION: NEVER insert finger into the CUTTING UNIT. Toy contains an inaccessible sharp edge.

4. ATTENTION: Use the STIX WAND to push MIGHTY STIX into the CUTTING UNIT until it STOPS.

5. Press the CUTTING PLUNGER down to cut. The cut CUTIE STIX drops out of CUTTING CHUTE. Repeat steps 4 and 5, if desired.

TIP: Tilt CUTTING UNIT forward to remove any CUTS left in the CHUTE. If the cut piece doesn’t drop out, see “Clearing the Cutting Unit” on page 2.

6. When finished cutting, tilt CUTTING UNIT to remove any uncut STIX. Proceed to CORING, Page 6.

TIP: CUTTING FRAMES and STIX WAND can be stored as shown.
CORING CUTIE & MIGHTY STIX FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

1

CUTIE CORING CONTAINER (Small interior hole)
MIGHTY CORING CONTAINER (Large interior hole)

Select the appropriate CORING CONTAINER for either a cut CUTIE or cut MIGHTY.

2

Open the CORING CONTAINER cover.

3

Insert a cut CUTIE or cut MIGHTY (example shown is a MIGHTY).

CORE DIRECTION

CENTER CORE (Horizontal orientation)
LENGTHWISE CORE (Vertical orientation)

The direction of the CORE (Center vs. Lengthwise) is determined by the orientation of the CORING CONTAINER to the CORING UNIT.

EXAMPLE:

TIP: Core hole lengthwise on MIGHTY HEART to align orientation as a pendant or necklace.

4

Close the CORING CONTAINER cover.

5

Open the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.
CORING CUTIE & MIGHTY STIX FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

6

Insert the CORING CONTAINER into the CORING UNIT for a Center Core.

OR

Insert the CORING CONTAINER into the CORING UNIT for a Lengthwise Core.

7

Close the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.

8

NOTE: CORING UNIT will not operate unless the SAFETY DOOR is fully closed. Never open the SAFETY DOOR of CORING UNIT during the coring process.

TIP: For MIGHTIES, pull Handle up and press down a second time to ensure complete coring.

Press down firmly on the CORING UNIT Handle.
Open the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.

Remove the CORING CONTAINER from the CORING UNIT.

Open the Coring Container cover.

Remove the cored Cutie or Mighty.

Use the Coring Wand, or fingers, to remove the compressed core material.

Store Coring Containers as shown.
THREADING UNIT FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

1. Select THREAD from long end.

2. Use safety scissors (not included). Adult supervision recommended. Cut THREAD to MINIMUM recommended length.

3. Replace loose end of THREAD into SPOOL slot.

4. Rotate the THREADER TUBE up to a 30° angle.

5. Arrange cut CUTIES/MIGHTIES onto THREADER TUBE as per intended design.

6. **TIP:** Use different JEWELRY CLASPS at each end of your THREAD, or they will not clasp.
   - 6-1 Insert one end of THREAD through a JEWELRY CLASP (large end out).
   - 6-2 Tie a double knot or triple knot.
   - 6-3 Pull THREAD into CLASP.

7. Push the NON-Clasp end of THREAD through the THREADER TUBE.
THREADING UNIT FOR MAKING BRACELETS & NECKLACES

8

Rotate the THREADER TUBE horizontally.

9

Push THREAD through hole at base of THREADER TUBE.

10

Grab the CUTIE/MIGHTIE CUTS nearest the BASE and slide off of the THREADER TUBE.

11

TIP: If more CUTS are desired, they can be manually threaded along the entire length of the THREAD.

Pull THREAD from THREADER TUBE.

12

12-1

12-2

12-3

12-1 Insert one end of THREAD through a JEWELRY CLASP (large end out).
12-2 Tie a double knot.
12-3 Pull THREAD into CLASP.

13

Use safety scissors (not included).
Adult supervision recommended.
Trim excess THREAD from both ends.

14

Snap JEWELRY CLASPS together to attach around wrist or neck.
CREATE FIGURES

Example of completed DOG FIGURE.

Select the appropriate CORING CONTAINER for either a cut CUTIE or cut MIGHTY.

Open the CORING CONTAINER covers.

Insert a cut CUTIE or cut MIGHTY. Orient as shown.

Close the CORING CONTAINER cover.

Open the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.

Insert the CORING CONTAINER into the CORING UNIT for a Lengthwise Core.

Close the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.

NOTE: CORING UNIT will not operate unless the SAFETY DOOR is fully closed.
CREATE FIGURES

9

TIP: For MIGHTIES, pull Handle up and press down a second time to ensure complete coring.

Press down firmly on the CORING UNIT Handle.

10

Open the CORING UNIT SAFETY DOOR.

11

Remove the CORING CONTAINER from the CORING UNIT.

12

Open the CORING CONTAINER covers.

13

Remove the cored CUTIE & MIGHTY.

14

Use the CORING WAND, or fingers, to remove the compressed core material.

15

Attach HEAD to PAWS using CONNECTORS.